Skilled Throwing Performance: A Test of the OPTIMAL Theory
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ABSTRACT

The OPTIMAL theory of motor learning postulates that autonomy support (AS), enhanced expectancies (EE), and an external focus of attention (EF) facilitate improved motor learning and performance. However, its applicability to elite-level throwing athletes has not been investigated by previous literature. The primary purpose of this study was to investigate the successive implementation of AS, EE, and EF factors on overhand throwing performance in elite collegiate softball athletes (14.44 ± 2.75 years of softball experience). The secondary purpose was to determine whether self-efficacy beliefs would be augmented by factor manipulation. Twenty-four participants threw softballs at a bullseye target during five blocks. The Baseline test (Block 1) was used to subsequently assign participants to either the OPTIMAL or control group. Three middle blocks (Block 2 to 4) followed with successive factor implementation for the OPTIMAL group and without instruction for the control group. The final block (Block 5) served as the Transfer test, at which time throwing distance was increased. During Blocks 2 to 4, the OPTIMAL group was given the choice between softballs (AS), a liberal definition of successful throwing performance (EE), and instructed to focus on the bullseye (EF). Self-efficacy beliefs were assessed after applying the factors and before all blocks. There were no significant differences between the groups in throwing accuracy or self-efficacy scores across all blocks. The results suggest that the OPTIMAL theory does not augment skilled throwing performance or alter self-efficacy in elite softball throwing, potentially attributed to a natural adoption of EF and previously high self-efficacy.
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INTRODUCTION

The OPTIMAL theory of motor learning (34) identifies three key motivational and attentional factors for optimizing motor learning and performance: autonomy support (AS), enhanced expectancies (EE), and external focus (EF) of attention. Historically, research has focused on the effects of each individual factor, with prior experiments demonstrating that a single OPTIMAL factor facilitates motor skill acquisition and performance improvements in both novices (5, 13, 40) and skilled athletes (4, 12, 15, 17, 31, 37).
More recently, a series of investigations combined two of the OPTIMAL factors and found results suggesting additive beneficial effects in learning to throw with the non-dominant arm (26, 32, 33). In those studies, factor implementation included participant attentional focus to the throwing target (EF) (26, 33), providing participants bogus social-comparative feedback (EE) (26, 32), and allowing participants to choose certain blocks to use their dominant arm to throw (33) or choice of ball color (AS) (32). While research demonstrates that one or two OPTIMAL factors facilitate learning in novices and skilled athletes, few studies have tested the OPTIMAL theory as presently constructed by Wulf and Lewthwaite (2016) (34) with all three factors in combination (2, 6, 7, 29, 35). Only two studies focused on overhand throwing. Specifically, Amoorezaie et al. (2019) (2) and Wulf et al. (2018) (35) demonstrated that novice throwing performance of darts and beach tennis balls, respectively, was greater under all three manipulations compared to two. These studies focused on the motor skills of novices, indicating that the three factors of the OPTIMAL theory serve to augment learning and performance.

Self-efficacy is an individual’s confidence to perform a specific task (3). The OPTIMAL theory is believed to enhance a performer’s self-efficacy by utilizing the factors in isolation or in combination. This increase in self-efficacy is potentially attributed to dopamine release (34). Self-efficacy results from past experiences (3) and therefore, self-efficacy may predict motor performance (28). This is supported through recent research demonstrating a predictive association between self-efficacy and performance during an overhand throwing task in novices (26, 32, 33). These studies suggest that influencing performers through factor implementation also enhances self-efficacy and subsequently improves performance.

The OPTIMAL theory has been well studied in novice level performers and generally demonstrates positive motor performance with the aforementioned motivational and attentional focus factors. However, it is yet to be fully elucidated whether similar factor implementations can augment elite level athletic performance during similar motor tasks. Therefore, the primary aim of the present study was to determine whether the successive addition of the OPTIMAL factors during a throwing task could additively improve accuracy in elite performers. Participants were divided into two groups: the OPTIMAL group, that incorporated all three OPTIMAL factors, and a control group. We hypothesized that compared to the control group, the OPTIMAL group would exhibit significant improvements after each factor was added. The secondary aim of the current investigation was to determine whether self-efficacy would be enhanced through OPTIMAL factor implementation. We therefore also hypothesized that the OPTIMAL group would report higher self-efficacy than the controls as a result of the factor implementation.

METHODS

Participants
Participants were recruited on the basis that they had at least ten years of competitive softball experience and play(ed) collegiate softball. Athletes were excluded if they experienced the yips, which is a form of performance inhibition (25). Assuming an effect size of 0.7, an alpha level set at 0.05, and a power value of 90% (6), a G*Power analysis estimated a sample size of 24
participants (G*Power 3.1.9.4 Universität Düsseldorf) (8, 9). Twenty-four healthy, female softball players with a mean age of 21.36 years (SD = 1.58) and a mean softball experience of 14.44 years (SD = 2.75) were recruited to participate in this study. At the time of data collection, all but two participants were either retired or current Division I softball athletes; the other two participants were former Division II softball athletes. All participants were naïve to the specific purpose of the experiment and all provided written informed consent before study participation, which was approved by the University of Nevada, Las Vegas Institutional Review Board and in accordance with the ethical standards of the Helsinki Declaration. This research was carried out fully in accordance to the ethical standards of the International Journal of Exercise Science (23).

Protocol
The experimental methodology of the present study closely resembled previous investigations (2, 26, 32, 33, 35). In contrast, it was believed that the 7.5 m used previously (26, 32, 33, 35) was not challenging enough for the present cohort of elite softball athletes. Instead, participants threw standard NCAA softballs towards a bullseye located 10 meters (Blocks 1 to 4) or 12 meters (Block 5) away using an overhand throw with the dominant arm (Figure 1). These distances were chosen to be inclusive of all softball positions on the field. Anecdotally, during a practice or game, softball players throw anywhere from 3 m to 75 m, with most throws occurring within the range of 5 m and 15 m. The bullseye target and scoring methods to assess throwing performance emulated previous studies (2, 26, 32, 33, 35). The bullseye was composed of 8 concentric rings and spaced 10 cm apart. The center of the bullseye was 1.26 m above the ground, which is approximately where the player would throw the ball during a practice or game. In order to accurately score the throws, the bullseye was videotaped in slow-motion with a video camera and scores were recorded afterwards by the experimenter. Throws were scored based on where they hit the bullseye target. Each ring was assigned a number and the corresponding number was the given score. Hitting the center of the bullseye resulted in a score of 8, hitting the 7-ring resulted in a score of 7, and so on. Completely missing the bullseye resulted in a score of 0. If the softball hit the line separating two rings, the score awarded was the ring hosting most of the softball.

Self-efficacy was assessed by questionnaire before each block. As OPTIMAL group participants prepared to throw Blocks 2 to 4, they were first instructed of the factor, next given the self-efficacy questionnaire, and then performed the throwing task. When there was no factor application (i.e. for the Baseline test, the Transfer test, and all blocks for the control group), participants reported their self-efficacy immediately before the throwing task. The questionnaire asked participants to report confidence in their ability to achieve an average score of at least 3, 4, 5 or 6 on the upcoming block. Participants responded on a 10-point scale with anchors 1 (not confident at all) and 10 (extremely confident) (26).
Figure 1. Experimental set-up. The video camera was placed on the ground, in front and to the right side of the bullseye target. During pilot testing, this placement of the camera was found to be of optimal placement to (1) capture the softballs hitting the target and (2) to not be hit by the rebounding softballs.

Participants performed a self-selected warm-up of the throwing arm and lower limbs, followed by overhand throws with the experimenter until the participant felt comfortable to begin the test session. Baseline throwing scores allowed the investigator to quasi-randomly assign participants to one of two groups: the OPTIMAL group and the control group. The first twelve participants were assigned to groups randomly and the remaining twelve participants were assigned to groups according to their Baseline scores in order to ensure no group difference in throwing scores at Baseline.

Participants performed five blocks of twelve throwing trials with three minutes rest between blocks. Each throw to the wall represented one trial. Before every block, participants filled out a questionnaire evaluating their self-efficacy towards the upcoming block and were told the task goal: to be as accurate as possible. Block 1 served as the Baseline test; the optimal factors were individually introduced before Blocks 2-4; Block 5 served as the Transfer test. Participants were allotted one unscored warm-up throw to the target before each block. No instructions other than the task goal were provided during the Transfer test.

In the OPTIMAL group, AS, EE, and EF were assigned in a counterbalanced fashion (6). The order of AS, EE, and EF conditions was different across participants to control for possible order effects (6). Therefore, there were six possible combinations of factor implementation. AS was
introduced by allowing participants to choose between two nearly identical softballs. Participants were told that one was new and the other had been used in competition. Although they were the same brand, the perception to the participant was that one softball looked new and one had been scuffed and made to look like it had been used in competition. EE was introduced by informing participants that hitting the 4 or better on the bullseye is considered good (24, 40). Participants in the OPTIMAL group were instructed to focus on the bullseye (EF). During each block, AS, EE, and EF were implemented every three trials in the OPTIMAL group (1, 33), whereas the control group received no further instruction (6, 29). Although the control group completed all five blocks without further instruction, they, along with the OPTIMAL group, received veridical feedback from the task itself.

Statistical Analysis
The throwing accuracy scores were averaged across all 12 trials in each block. The Baseline data were analyzed with a univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA). Blocks 2-4 were analyzed in a 2 (group: OPTIMAL, control) x 3 (block) repeated-measures ANOVA. The Transfer test data were analyzed with a univariate ANOVA. The self-efficacy ratings were averaged across the 4 questions and analyzed in a univariate ANOVA for the Baseline test, a 2 (group) x 3 (block) repeated-measures ANOVA for Blocks 2-4, and a univariate ANOVA for the Transfer test. Follow up pairwise comparisons were performed to locate specific differences in significant interactions and main effects. Effect sizes are reported as partial eta squared and statistical significance was accepted at 0.05. Statistical analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 26.0.

RESULTS

At Baseline, throwing scores did not significantly differ between groups (p = 0.551). During Blocks 2 to 4, there was no significant Group x Block interaction in throwing scores (p = 0.798), as well as no significant main effect of Group (p = 0.428, ηp² = 0.029) or Block (p = 0.058, ηp² = 0.121). The Transfer test was conducted from 12 m. There were no significant differences in throwing scores between groups (p = 0.557). Throwing accuracy across blocks is shown in Figure 2.

In addition, the OPTIMAL and Control group were successful in scoring a 4 or better on their trials. The OPTIMAL group scored a 4 or better 77.5% of their throws while the Control group achieved this 79.2% of the time.

Reported self-efficacy was not significantly different between groups at Baseline (p = 0.145, see Figure 3). In Blocks 2 to 4, there was no significant interaction of Group x Block (p = 0.488) as well as no main effect of Group (p = 0.472, ηp² = 0.024) or Block (p = 0.747, ηp² = 0.008). Control and OPTIMAL groups showed no difference in self-efficacy scores at the Transfer test (p = 0.392).
Figure 2. Mean throwing scores of OPTIMAL and control groups across Baseline, Blocks 2 to 4, and the Transfer test. Error bars represent standard error.

Figure 3. Reported mean self-efficacy scores of the OPTIMAL and control groups across Baseline, Blocks 2 to 4, and the Transfer test. Error bars represent the standard error.
DISCUSSION

Most prior literature has assessed the efficacy of a single OPTIMAL factor, with researchers generally finding that individually implementing AS, EE, or EF to improve task performance. Recent studies found that combining two or more of the OPTIMAL factors improves performance in children (1), novices (2, 7, 18, 26, 32, 33, 35), moderately skilled athletes (16), and during maximal force exertion (6, 28). The present study was the first study, to our knowledge, to assess whether the successive addition of the OPTIMAL factors improves performance in a sample of skilled athletes, and the second, to our knowledge, to consecutively add all three factors across blocks (6). The results are twofold: there were no throwing performance benefits or change in self-efficacy in this sample of elite softball athletes. Both the OPTIMAL and control groups produced similar throwing scores (Figure 2), achieved a score of 4 or more on the bullseye target on 78.6% of the trials, and reported similar self-efficacy scores (Figure 3) during the Baseline test, across Blocks 2 to 4, and during the Transfer test.

Learning a novel throwing task has been demonstrated to be augmented by a single OPTIMAL factor (14, 19, 21, 22, 38) as well as under a combination of motivational and attentional focus factors (2, 26, 32, 33, 35). Previous studies combining two OPTIMAL factors have demonstrated similar throwing results in the retention and transfer tests: the group provided both factors showed the highest accuracy, the groups provided one factor produced intermediate scores, and the control group with no factors scored lowest (26, 32, 33). When provided all three OPTIMAL factors, throwing accuracy was higher than when given two factors (2, 35). These results collectively suggest that learning a novel task, such as throwing with the non-dominant arm, is facilitated with each addition of an OPTIMAL factor.

The present study did not align with these previous studies’ findings and we suggest skill level as the primary reason for differential results. The present study measured throwing accuracy of softball players with an average of 14.44 years of softball experience and demonstrated that successively applying AS, EE, and EF did not acutely influence throwing performance in this cohort. We identify possible reasons for these results. The EE manipulation informed participants that scoring a 4 or better is considered good, however participants (in both groups) scored a 4 or better on more than three-quarters of the trials. It is possible that the task was relatively simple for these high-level throwing athletes. The challenge point framework, originally proposed by Guadagnoli & Lee (2004), suggests that the nominal task difficulty predicts performance based on an individual’s skill level: the same throwing task is likely to be much more challenging for a novice than for the skilled athlete (11). Still, it is possible to improve at simple tasks and we would anticipate the OPTIMAL group to demonstrate performance benefits from OPTIMAL factor implementation. An additional consideration is the possibility that the control group was focusing externally as a function of the throwing task goal: throwing accurately to the target. While the research generally supports an EF over IF, it is speculated that when not given specific attentional focus cues, performers naturally adopt an EF. This is supported through research demonstrating that control conditions produce similar performance results as EF conditions, such as when performing a muscular endurance test (20). Moreover, body-movements and ball-flight kinematics of novice jugglers under the no attentional-guided
instructions performed similarly to the group instructed to focus externally on the juggled balls (39). Furthermore, in the study by Wulf, Shea, & Park (2001), 70.6% and 80% of participants preferred to focus externally (on the markers) rather than internally (on their feet) as they balanced on a stabilometer (36). These results suggest that the natural adoption of focus creates fluid movements similar to an instructed external attentional focus. There is an exception to this as elite track athletes tended to focus internally during a running task (27). However, running and throwing accurately to a target are different tasks that may encourage different focuses of attention. Therefore, in the context of a softball throwing task, an EF may predominate.

Although the present study observed no performance improvements in skilled softball players, other studies have shown improvements in skilled athletes with OPTIMAL factor instruction (4, 12, 15, 17, 37). However, unlike the present investigation, previous studies of elite performers have not reported self-efficacy scores during OPTIMAL factor implementation. In previous research, it is possible that if self-efficacy were initially lower at Baseline then subsequent factor implementation served to raise self-efficacy across blocks, providing additional motivational benefits and thus augmenting improvements in performance (30).

In previous throwing experiments with novice performers, increased self-efficacy partially mediated throwing performance improvements: the self-efficacy scores at the end of the practice phase predicted throwing performance in retention and transfer tests (26, 32, 33). The increased confidence in participants’ abilities to perform acted to relieve motor constraints and allowed participants to produce movements with greater automaticity than those with lower self-efficacy (26). In contrast, our elite cohort demonstrated high confidence levels regardless of factor implementation (Figure 3). The high level of self-efficacy in these athletes may exist from previous successes in their softball careers (3, 10) and suggests that there was no additional motivation to augment athlete throwing scores.

The present study is not without limitations. We recognize that while this study has a small sample size, our study was restricted to elite softball players, a relatively understudied population within the motor learning literature. We also acknowledge that previous motor learning studies have utilized similar or smaller sample sizes and achieved significant results in accuracy-specific tasks (4, 37). Golfers were found to be significantly more accurate under an individual OPTIMAL factor (EF) in groups of 11 (4) and 6 (37). Additionally, although our effect sizes are small, they are similar to and larger than studies that have demonstrated statistical significance in throwing performance (32, 33). Lastly, the results of this study may not be generalizable to novice throwing performers or elite performers in sports other than softball.

The present results suggest that successively applying OPTIMAL factors to skilled throwers does not improve throwing accuracy or alter self-efficacy. It is possible that these combined factors are more effective at improving performance in tasks with more capacity for improvement, such as during a novel throwing task (2, 35). Elite-level athletes spend years developing their skills and may not easily improve from simple manipulations. Although it is possible that skilled performers can benefit from OPTIMAL factors, the present results demonstrate a skill and level of expertise unaffected by the OPTIMAL theory.
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